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TASK 1 

A) 

Using a Construction Data 

 The information related to construction may be unknown or known and it is the scenario 

in which the case and information is essential that supports in developing basic structuring is 

considered such as, site plans. The data at a site is also filtered for attaining the sufficient and 

helpful information (Kulichenko, et , al , 2021). The information related to project on a forms of 

drawing and proves the ground of section structuring. The substance strength is referred through 

information for instance, foundation and structure of foot are widely dependent over information 

offered to structural designers (Pataranutaporn, et , al , 2021,, pp .1 -6). The information of 

project differs in context of specifications, guidelines, quantities, bills, users’ preferences, 

emails, state factors, client details and certain regulations. The range of subcontractor and 

contractor involved within project influence process of decision-making offering some main 

information. The data is also interpreted through information and by mean of designers (Shiva, 

2020). On basis of information, coordination, the transportation, delivery, designing of activities, 

and purchase are also dependent. The streams of information are affected or either failed for not 

offering certain information and while, process in chain pauses. However, the known data and 

unknown information that are unclear or available in understandable form (Woodhouse, et , al , 

2018 , pp . 1 - 6). 

 

B)  

 The information of project is an asset of project available in various types and used for 

making the efficient structure, coordinate and understand the value of project necessary for 
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purpose of satisfying client, different types of resources and individuals are also involved within 

project designing or building that are necessary for instance, contractors, subcontractors, 

customers, prototypes, and the designing firm involving the resources as substances or materials. 

Every part has its own and sufficient information while, the efficient comprehension and storage 

of information is crucial that has become simple while classifying them (Prokopev, et , al , 

2021). Over the project of construction, data includes the reports, and studies for research, 

contracts, tenders, quantities with bills, applications, and the design structuring. The studies also 

involve options, feasibility data, options, and the tentative plans. The research report involves 

measurements, geotechnical data, information of junction, information concerned with bills 

involving schedule and bill of quantities that commonly reveals a measured time of start and the 

finish of project. The last category of information involves process of payment, invoices, order 

of purchase, the process of payment, NOC, regulatory responsibilities and allowances available 

through high authority of state (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , p p . 200 - 214). For the offered project, the 

category of information shown above are utilised as drawing and essential for office buildings as 

bill of quantities and notices. The NOC and regulations are important in project type due to 

location near Heathrow airport, important permissions, and standards are commonly needed for 

high rise within building that is near the area or zone of airport (Woodhouse, et , al , 2018 , pp . 1 

- 6). 

 

C) 

 The study with feasibility is a measure of feasibility while, design and research are with 

the provided case. The document is important for the projects on large scale that causes errors if 

occur is difficult to escape for cost of having mistaken or the errors if too much that they need to 
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be avoided (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , p p . 200 - 214). The contracts are other category of document 

within construction information that interprets and measures the effects and benefits of some 

resources or material that elaborates solution with having best possibility and solution for the 

given issue within construction. This process can be applied for the projects that have a wide 

range of choices for being selected and in which there is a huge emphasis over alternative 

material usage and factor of sustainability (SMIRNOVA, 2018). The provided project has a main 

aim and it is not only sustainability but good in design and effective. There is no such situation 

of contingencies in project that permits designer for using the available material. It is the reason 

that angle is not necessary for suitable for a project while, feasibility drawing has a factor of 

suitability (Pataranutaporn, et , al , 2021,, pp .1 -6). This project involves various categories of 

building materials for instance, the vents, availability of doors, windows, footing, water tank, 

column, slab, main hole, pillars, and other that are revealed in elaboration for which working 

drawing and design drawings both are important information to be known. (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , 

p p . 200 - 214). 

 The material construction involves the tasks for instance, lifting operations, earthworks, 

labour work, masonry, and other tasks with plaster paints and etc. It must be considered with 

having costing, range of materials, or either quality regarding unit E with rates, and units both. 

The quantity invoices, or the air bills are fundamental and basic elements of information to be 

involved regarding project (Kulichenko, et , al , 2021). Taking the construction site and area that 

is HEATHROW AIRPORT, London few building codes, and the regulations are concerned near 

aerodrome for the permission, and notice to be mandatory. However, on a final outcome, the 

project needs to include some type of contractors and to perform tasks concerned with 
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deliverable of construction, bonds, and contracts are appropriate and suitable for being utilised 

(Pataranutaporn, et , al , 2021,, pp .1 -6). 
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 The design involves 5 story with having office blocks in building and information 

regarding construction if mandatory. Through requirements and stipulations of customer till the 

permission being granted, and design drawing, each part of information is important for meeting 

the project milestone (SMIRNOVA, 2018). This particular project involves report of soil for 

appropriate footing and foundation that must be mandatory for the project of appropriate 

construction. The project proposal is other documentation, and information involving the 

preliminary type of sketches, and project plans. This supports drawing with working that are the 

needs after proposal attains requested and the acceptable changes involves in research. The 

components involve, wood doors, columns, water tanks, beam, vent, windows and slabs etc. This 

is crucial for the project to execute the project successfully (Vahdatikhaki, et , al , 2017 , pp . 267 

- 285).  

 This is an elaborated description and features with mandatory elements that can be 

revealed by mean of plans and some main drawings. This is the reason for architectural plans to 

be mandatory. To have sufficient ideas regarding the designing of materials and plan for 

purchase, transportation, likewise procedure, material storage and process the site location is 

important to be evaluated for the appropriate estimation of cost. However, BOQ is a main section 

of project documentation, and it is a schedule with part of document that is used to estimate the 

duration of time, and reveals with expressing activity at the site (Akinade, et ,al ,2018 , pp . 375 - 

385). After the revealed costing, purchase orders, bills and other sources are appropriate 

information for customers to audit and calculate pricing. The information and sufficient data are 

adequate for the provided project (Garbett, et , al , 2021, p . 103487). 
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TASK 3  

A) 

 The description and requirement within construction are commonly revealing details of 

certain sections specifically elements that involves what it needs to be observed as after the 

method of construction. The information of specific number of building, strategy for 

construction, product quality, finished materials and certain desires are revealed within a 

documentation (Jin, 2019). The elaboration or set of drawing having specification offers 

designers for developing Architects, or engineers that involves perspective of resource, change, 

exception, and illustration of specific member within a building (Pataranutaporn, et , al , 2021,, 

pp .1 -6). The complicated type of BHEEMA features includes the size as reinforcement support, 

efficient in-depth, bar diameter, cover length, longitudinal bar, main bar, dimensions, materials 

and tensions for being utilised as steel strength and yield the strength of steel with reinforcement 

bar (Kulichenko, et , al , 2021). 

 Various features of plan, member and element of project are available within information 

and constructions sector (Pataranutaporn, et , al , 2021,, pp .1 -6). The scenario provided reveals, 

project to involve plan of site, with having information related to area of surrounding that may be 

the vehicle parking region, bulldozers, lifters, advising cranes, trucks, and material transportation 

that involves sand, cement, blocks, bricks, and bars of reinforcement. The storage of material can 

be identified through observing the site plan (Pataranutaporn, et , al , 2021,, pp .1 -6). This region 

among one area of site plan and other part of site plan is measured and revealed on document 

that shows contractors with having idea either a vehicle can pass by areas or not. Various details 

for instance, crane installation, with site plan can be identified in context of no building that 
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occurs within site zones or regions (Prokopev, et , al , 2021). However, the specification, 

elaboration and features reveal the ease for process of construction.  

 

B) 

 The discrepancies and clashes in designing of building are terms revealed for specific 

situation then there is an overlap of two main building components within drawing. The essential 

information can undertake clashes that helps to determine the construction of certain clash and 

reveals avoiding errors after this (SMIRNOVA, 2018) The crashes, and revealing errors within 

drawings are revised process for contractors to be careful while supporting them to be made or 

constructed. In several cases, contractors are widely dependent to select the process for 

appropriate construction that is not mentioned within description. These terms support 

construction of materials in efficient and effective mean (SMIRNOVA, 2018). If certain crashes 

are pre revealed or left for purpose of evaluation of contractor themselves, there is a misshapen 

or chances of clashes on site while, structure may not be efficient with the designed pre-defined 

classes. In the scenario, the classes and errors both are revealed on separate drawings that occurs 

among beam and columns intersection from position of floor and column chances, there may be 

other clashes as well. The circle revealing clashes is a core indication for the contractors to be 

well known and careful for knowing and letting them to be created (Vahdatikhaki, et , al , 2017 , 

pp . 267 - 285).  

 

C) 

 The IT has a major talent used within sector of construction. The ICTs known as 

information and communication technologies is a wider terminology that refers to technologies 
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of communication involving the computers, software’s, internet, wireless networks, middleware, 

social networking, media applications services and video conferencing (Woodhouse, et , al , 

2018 , pp . 1 - 6). UK has a huge range of organisations that provides sufficient data for industry 

of construction. The ICT within UK offers around 60 billion pounds for a year. It gives 

construction sector with increased usage of materials, and investment ratio to be used. The main 

aim of ICT is to provide information gathered and execution by decreasing the error and risk that 

achieve the satisfaction of customer (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , p p . 200 - 214). The regulation also 

offers information, and facts that can sort out the errors or discrepancies being made. The 

construction project is susceptible for attaining errors, and also eliminate the errors that may be 

difficult task due to physical resources and construction elements, stages being included. It may 

be expensive project. In the scenario, ICT offers an adequate outcome without any errors. This 

body provides programs and some software that can support process and the project of life cycle 

to move and managed in smoother position and remove the errors that are being made, and 

evaluating the barrier or inconsistencies (Prokopev, et , al , 2021).  

 

D) 

 Taking the clashes, and range of errors in sector of construction drawing or specification 

may be an inappropriate solution. There may be methods through errors and inadequacy that 

must be eliminated in drawing and specification in which the main methods are effective and 

through using technology (Jin, 2019). There is various type of software programs that are being 

utilised that offers ICT involving a procedure of six stage life cycle for certain project or the 

related project.  
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TASK 4 

A) 

 There are a wide range of parties and resources included within sector of construction 

that results to attaining distinguishable information and needs for being handled in a separate and 

careful way. The client that provides a verbal requirement of project and revealed fulfilment of 

various types of satisfaction criteria is crucial (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , p p . 200 - 214). The data or 

knowledge is commonly verbal, the client is included within signing procedure, the contract with 

contractor also results in information that may be a documented one. The process of procurement 

is elaborated and being legal by several documentations of permissions, and the bonds. The 

designer architects are included within designing of building and process, members and elements 

(Kulichenko, et , al , 2021). The information they offer is commonly grounded on drawings or 

software, features that are dependent on the major source of information that is material presence 

and client. There is different type of authorities related to location in which the site is being 

positioned and offers a set of requirement or regulatory documentation for building to be 

legalised in an appropriate way. If a project of construction includes, sustainability, then 

information of energy or renewable efficiency is also needed (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , p p . 200 - 

214). 

 

B) 

 The major parties included within sector of construction are the structural designers, 

customers, and the contractors. It is crucial for parties to function in relation to and have some 

communication level that can results in project success, and contractors with various types of 

contractual functioning of relation creation and regulating among clients and designers. The 
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contractors are one that communicates among them. Contractor also utilises various types of 

contractual working and function for instance, design bid build (Vahdatikhaki, et , al , 2017 , pp . 

267 - 285). This kind of contractual function is done through working of authority and contractor 

that results in process of decision making and developing bridge among them. This category of 

connection or relation among various parties include is also dependent on level of construction, 

either project being large or small. The larger a project, more complicated it would be for 

managing parties, and higher authority that is given to contractor, designer, customer or either 

own self for developing appropriate relation (Rosa, et , al , 2021 , p p . 200 - 214). 

 

C) 

 The management of project and its appropriate construction is complex and long activity 

involving resources and various types of parties (Kulichenko, et , al , 2021). The effective 

communication and collaboration among parties needs to be on some level that results to success 

of project within construction. CAD is a drawing set for programs that develops structuring or 

designing simply in comparison to physically for preparing them. The drawing is the basic 

component of sector of construction that construct for labour and contractor both (Garbett, et , al 

, 2021, p . 103487). The CAD plays a significant role, with having responsibility towards the 

software within computer being available. BIM is a crucial software in computer and it is an 

application used for purpose of designing and management, provides the investigation of error 

through support of software (Kulichenko, et , al , 2021).  

 BIM is a multitasking software with 3D interface for providing comprehension and 

intellectual understanding. These two essential programs have a distinguishable significance 

within management of construction and designing. CAD functions as a basic part of designing. 
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The beam, develops a connection among drawing of CAD and construction. It is most commonly 

utilised for project management and providing sufficient information that is supportive for client 

or stakeholders to be known among process (Vahdatikhaki, et , al , 2017 , pp . 267 - 285). The 

applications of software are mandatory for project to be efficient and being successful. These 

both are important and holds a significance to be used in sector of construction.  
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